
DRINKS



WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT  
A UNIQUE COLLABORATION 
 

 
 
PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BRUT BY TASTE! GLASS € 13,00 
This unique champagne is a profound collaboration BOTTLE € 69,00 
between Emilien Boutillat, the Chef de Cave of Piper-Heidsieck, 

and Kasper Stuart from the Taste! Restaurant & Bar Group.

It’s a perfect festive aperitif champagne for any celebration,  

but also especially made to pair with the bold dishes of Black Smoke.

This champagne is from the harvest of 2014 and has ripened 

in the cellars for five years before it was disgorged in 2020.

It is a blend of 47% pinot noir, 31% meunier and 22% chardonnay grapes 

and 18% of this champagne are the finest reserve wines. It boasts a precise, 
well-rounded and elegant profile. Its precision and remarkable balance 
make it an ideal companion for gastronomy. The nose initially delivers notes 

of white peach, brioche, grapefruit and candied quince, developing towards 

aromas of toasted almonds. The palate is creamy and fresh. The length is 

remarkable and the finish on mineral notes pairs perfectly with a refined 
cuisine. Extra Brut at 6 gr/l.



COCKTAILS 
 
Here at the Black Smoke, we are very concerned about all the plastic waste 

in our oceans. So we decided to do something about it. We are trying to 

ban as much plastic from our business as possible and one of the measures 

we’ve taken is to get rid of our plastic straws. So the straws in your drink 

may not be the straws you are used to, but are our little way of helping the 

environment and making this planet a better place. 

BLACK SMOKE’S FAVOURITES 

THE SMOKED HORSE’S NECK € 12,00
This is the ultimate and fresh tribute to the Black Smoke  

& the Kentucky way! We combine Jim Beam Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 

Fever-Tree Ginger Ale, smoky Lapsang-Souchong tea & lemon syrup  

with  Angostura bitters to create the perfect lemonade with a kick! 

BRISKET MARY € 15,00
As you may have heard, here at Black Smoke we use an American  

smoker to smoke our meat to perfection. To make this a real  

kick ass Brisket Mary we use a little bit of the smoked brisket fat to  

“fatwash” our Grey Goose vodka. This smokey infused and delicious  

vodka is used to create this signature Bloody Mary from Black Smoke.  

We added some fresh lemon and Big Tom spicy tomato juice to finish  
this drink off. A must try! 

 

MOSCOW MULE € 13,00
A classic 42 Below vodka-based cocktail, lemon juice, sugar and 

Fever-Tree Ginger Beer topped with lemongrass infused Angostura.

Easy to drink in a nice copper mug. 

50 SHADES OF ESPRESSO MARTINI € 12,00
Grey Goose vodka, Tia Maria, a firm espresso and a pinch of salt  
will bring the finishing touch to this perfect Espresso Martini  
and take it to another level. Business class it is! 



PERFECT MIXERS 
 
VIVA LA GOOD VIBES € 12,00
A gin & tonic perfect serve with Bombay Sapphire and Fever-Tree

Mediterranean tonic, garnished with a twig of lemongrass and lime. 

PINK PANTHER G&T € 12,00
Bombay Bramble gin, Fever-Tree Raspberry & Rhubarb Tonic Water

and a fresh Rhubarb slice. 

BACO-OCHO € 11,00
The (in)famous Baco!! Made premium, so we’re making  

it great again. Bacardi 8 Años with Coca-Cola!! 

 

NON ALCOHOLIC SEDUCTIONS 
 
THE ELDER € 8,00
Elderflower syrup, some fresh apple juice,  
Martini Floreale, pinch of cinnamon and a splash of soda! 

ROASTED PINEAPPLE AND BLACK PEPPER LEMONADE € 8,00
Our homemade lemonade, made with fresh roasted pineapple,  

black pepper and soda. 

PASSION & LIME € 8,00
A mocktail with the perfect mix of passion fruit, lime juice  

and Fever Tree ginger beer. Nothing more, nothing less! 

 

HOMEMADE ICE TEA (40 CL) € 5,00
The name says it all. A homemade ice tea made with carefully  

selected herbs by our bartenders. 

BUNDABERG GINGER BEER (37,50 CL) € 6,00
“A Ginger Beer ‘from down under’, bottled and very popular  

in Australia. We would love to let you enjoy it on the other side  

of the world too.” 



BEERS 
 

 

DRAFT 

 

BOLLEKE 5,2% (25 CL) € 3,80
Brewed by our beloved neighbours this liquified Antwerp pride  
has a clear amber look and is malty and hoppy with hints  

of caramel and cinnamon. 

TANK 7 8,5% (25 CL)  € 5,00 

At Kansas City Boulevard Brewery they have fermenter number  

seven, the black sheep of their cellar family. Ironically,  

when their brewers were experimenting with variations  

on a traditional Belgian-style farmhouse ale, the perfect  

combination of elements came together. 

TRIPEL D’ANVERS 8% (25 CL) € 5,00
Golden blond Belgian tripel with a great balance between fruity 

and hoppy scents and a sweet touch in the background. 

LIEFMANS FRUITESSE ON THE ROCKS 3,8% (25 CL) € 3,80
This sparkling appetizer beer, with its pale red color, is at its very  

best in the stylish, playful Liefmans glass and served on the rocks.  

Enjoy the fresh, intense flavour of strawberries, raspberries,  
black cherries, elderberries and blueberries. 

 

DUVEL 666 (25 CL) € 4,50
The Duvel Moortgat family brewery is celebrating its 150th  

anniversary this year, with a new variant of Duvel: a mild,  

full-bodied blond Duvel with the alcohol percentage of 6,66%.



BOTTLED

VEDETT EXTRA PLAYA 5,2% (33 CL) € 5,00
The Belgian version of a summer dream beer. With 5,2% alcohol, 

it is a smooth drinker. This thirst quencher has a soft and round  

palette of taste. It has been brewed with corn, which ensures a light  

and refreshing aftertaste. 

VEDETT BLOND 5,2% (33 CL) € 4,50 

VEDETT IPA 5,5% (33 CL) € 4,50 

DUVEL 8,5% (33 CL) € 5,50 

DUVEL TRIPEL HOP CITRA 9,5% (33 CL) € 5,50 
 
WILD JO 5,8% (33 CL) € 4,50 
 
LIEFMANS GOUDENBAND 8% (33 CL) € 5,50 

LIEFMANS FRUITESSE ALCOHOL FREE 0,00% (25 CL) € 3,80
In this Liefmans you will taste the well-known, fruity bouquet  

of cherry, raspberry, blueberry, elderberry and strawberry.  

And of course you drink it on the rocks for the most refreshing  

experience. 

 

CHOUFFE ALCOHOL FREE 0,40% (33 CL) € 5,00



BOURBON 
 
JIM BEAM, KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON € 8,00
The story of the Beam family is one of seven generations, more than  

200 years, countless challenges and one goal; to make the best bourbon  

in the world. So settle in, pour yourself a bourbon and prepare to travel  

back in time with the First Family of Bourbon.

Elegant. Smooth. Refined. That’s what 4 years of aging in newly charred 
American white oak barrels does to our bourbon. But every drop is worth 

the effort, and Jim Beam loves the idea of sticking to their  

great-great-grandfather’s recipe. 

JIM BEAM DEVIL’S CUT  € 10,00
JIM BEAM SINGLE BARREL  € 11,00 
JIM BEAM BLACK EXTRA AGED  € 9,00 
 
MAKER’S MARK € 11,00
There’s an old joke at the distillery that goes, “If we could make it 

any faster, we wouldn’t.” Because at Maker’s Mark, it’s one bottle  

at a time. Every time. That’s as true today as it was when their  

founders filled their first bottle. And since then, it’s been a widely  
held belief around there that character isn’t made by machine. 

 

KNOB CREEK € 14,00
There’s no faking full bourbon flavor. It has to be earned. So that’s  
what they do in Clermont: they earn it. Made with the finest grains  
and finished by meticulously aging their whiskey in white oak barrels  
with maximum char, for an unmistakable richness and signature  

sweetness. It’s the natural way. And there’s just no cheating nature. 

BASIL HAYDEN’S € 15,00
This style of bourbon was inspired by 1792 whiskey pioneer Meredith  

Basil Hayden, Sr., a rye farmer from Maryland who moved to Kentucky  

and began distilling. He chose to distill his bourbon with a higher  

percentage of rye, and Booker set out to create a similar high-rye  

mash bill that would offer the same refined, approachable taste profile. 
 



MICHTER’S BOURBON € 14,00 
MICHTER’S 10 YEAR KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON € 4,50/CL
HUDSON BABY BOURBON  € 16,00
WILD TURKEY 101 € 10,00 
 

RYE 
 
JIM BEAM RYE, PRE-PROHIBITION STYLE € 10,00
HUDSON MANHATTAN RYE € 20,00
BULLEIT RYE € 13,00 
 

AMERICAN WHISKEY 
 

MICHTER’S AMERICAN WHISKEY € 13,00 
MICHTER’S SOUR MASH € 15,00

 



SCOTCH 
 
WILLIAM LAWSON’S FINEST BLENDED € 7,50 
 

DEWAR’S 12 Y € 9,50 
A direct descendant of the signature Blended Scotch Whisky introduced 

over a century ago. This whisky was created by their previous Master  

Blender Tom Aitken to introduce the first permanent product to their  
premium Blended Scotch Whisky range. 

DEWAR’S 18 Y € 15,00 
A rather indulgent post-dinner dram, their abundantly flavoursome  
Dewar’s 18 Year Old Blended Scotch Whisky has picked up awards  

all over the world since it was introduced to the range in 2003. 

MONKEY SHOULDER  € 9,00
THE FAMOUS GROUSE € 8,00
THE FAMOUS GROUSE SMOKY BLACK € 8,50 
 
WATERPROOF BLENDED SCOTCH BY MACDUFF € 10,00 
At Waterproof they appreciate the outdoors, the rain and the pour.  

With elaborate raindrops on the yellow label and a rubber neck tag,  

Waterproof clearly takes inspiration from the Scottish inventor  

Charles Macintosh and his invention ‘waterproofing’ and the subsequent 
Mackintosh jacket or Mac (the raincoat). It is about time he is celebrated 

along with the rain that they are so dependent on to make whisky. 

 
 



SINGLE MALT 
 
 
AULTMORE 12 Y € 13,00
GLENFIDDICH 12 Y € 11,00
GLENFIDDICH 21 Y € 20,00
THE BALVENIE DOUBLE WOOD 12 Y € 15,00
HIGHLAND PARK 10 Y € 12,50
BRUICHLADDICH THE CLASSIC LADDIE SCOTTISH BARLEY  € 18,00
PORT CHARLOTTE SCOTTISH BARLEY  € 20,00
OCTOMORE 07.3  € 7,00/CL
MACALLAN FINE OAK 12Y € 4,00/CL 

IRISH 
 
THE BUSKER TRIPLE CASK BLENDED € 7,50 
TULLAMORE DEW € 9,00 
 

JAPANESE 
 
TOKI SUNTORY € 13,00 
HIBIKI € 25,00



GIN 

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE (UK) € 8,00
Our world famous gin in its distinctive blue bottle. 

Every drop contains 10 hand-selected botanicals from exotic 

locations around the world. 

BOMBAY BRAMBLE € 11,00
The classic original Bombay London Dry gin infused 

with natural flavours of blackberry and raspberry 
with no added sugar. A perfect balance between  

fruits and London Dry gin. 

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE EAST € 11,00 
STAR OF BOMBAY € 12,00 
BOMBAY PREMIER CRU € 12,00
HENDRICK’S  € 12,00
BOSFORD PINK GIN € 9,00 
COPPERHEAD € 15,00 
ROKU GIN € 12,00 
 

FEVER-TREE PREMIUM MIXERS 
Fever-Tree tonics and lemonades only use natural ingredients and because 

of that they are subtle and balanced with authentic flavours and perfect 
carbonation, just as good as the spirits you’re pairing them with. 

INDIAN TONIC WATER € 4,50
GINGER ALE € 4,50
GINGER BEER € 4,50
SICILIAN LEMONADE € 4,50



VERMOUTH - APERITIF 
 
Martini Riserva Speciale is an upgrade in vermouths  

and expresses itself in two distinct flavours: 

MARTINI RISERVA AMBRATO € 8,00
MARTINI RISERVA RUBINO € 8,00 
MARTINI FLOREALE 0.2% € 8,00 
MARTINI VIBRANTE € 8,00
MARTINI BIANCO € 6,00
MARTINI ROSSO € 6,00
MARTINI ROSATO € 6,00
MARTINI FIERO € 6,00
MARTINI EXTRA DRY € 6,00
DOMECQ SHERRY DRY € 6,00
PORTO TAYLOR’S WHITE/RED € 5,50
PORTO TAYLOR’S LBV € 7,50

VODKA 
 
42 BELOW (NZ) € 9,00 

DADA CHAPEL POTATO VODKA (BE) € 9,50
This unholy Belgian vodka is made from the organic  

Belgian Mona Lisa potatoes. 

GREY GOOSE (FR) € 11,50
Each batch of Grey Goose begins with soft winter wheat which is  

fermented and distilled into a high-proof spirit and is then blended  

with pristine spring water found in the Cognac region. 

 

GREY GOOSE LE CITRON (FR) € 12,50



RUM 
 
 
In 1862, Don Facundo Bacardí Massó, set out to create a rum like no other.  

He spent the next decade perfecting blends that he was proud to serve to 

the people of Cuba. 

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA  € 7,50
BACARDI CARTA ORO € 8,00
BACARDI AÑEJO CUATRO € 9,00 
BACARDI 8 AÑOS € 9,50
BACARDI GRAN RESERVA 10 Y € 12,00 
SANTA TERESA 1796 € 16,00 
SAILOR JERRY SPICED RUM € 8,00
MOUNT GAY BLACK BARREL  € 13,00
MOUNT GAY EXTRA OLD  € 14,00
MOUNT GAY 1703  € 25,00 

TEQUILA 
 
 
PATRÓN SILVER € 13,00
PATRÓN REPOSADO € 13,50
PATRÓN AÑEJO € 14,00
CAZADORES BLANCO € 9,00
CAZADORES REPOSADO € 10,00 
 



LICORS 

ST.-GERMAIN ELDERFLOWER € 11,00
LUXARDO LIMONCELLO € 8,00
COINTREAU € 8,00
COINTREAU NOIR € 9,50
DISARONNO € 8,00 
DISARONNO VELVET € 9,00
TIA MARIA € 8,00
BAILEYS € 8,00
LICOR 43 € 8,00
PATRÓN XO CAFE € 8,00
HIERBAS DE LAS DUNAS € 9,00
DRAMBUIE  € 8,00 
DRAMBUIE 15Y € 13,00
ELIXIR D’ANVERS € 8,00 
SAMBUCA ISOLABELLA  € 9,00

AFTER-DINNERS 
 
 
RÉMY MARTIN VSOP € 12,00
RÉMY MARTIN ACCORD ROYAL 1738 € 15,00
RÉMY MARTIN XO € 21,00
CALVADOS CHÂTEAU DU BREUIL € 10,00
POIRE WILLIAMS € 9,00 
FRAPIN 1270 € 11,50 
FRAPIN CIGAR BLEND XO € 20,00
Balance – roundness – richness. Cigar Blend XO offers an  

exceptionally long finish in which all the flavours combine in subtle,  
complex harmony. The cognac reveals a discreet vanilla note from  

the tannin in the wood and a harmonious bouquet with lasting aromas  

of spices, dried fruits and rancio. 



BUBBLY WINES & CHAMPAGNES 
 
PIPER-HEIDSIECK ESSENTIEL BRUT BY TASTE!   GLASS € 13,00 
This unique champagne is a profound collaboration BOTTLE € 69,00 
between Emilien Boutillat, the Chef de Cave of Piper-Heidsieck, 

and Kasper Stuart from the Taste! Restaurant & Bar Group.

It’s a perfect festive aperitif champagne for any celebration, but also 

especially made to pair with the bold dishes of Black Smoke.

This champagne is from the harvest of 2014 and has ripened 

in the cellars for five years before it was disgorged in 2020.

It is a blend of 47% pinot noir, 31% meunier and 22% chardonnay grapes 

and 18% of this champagne are the finest reserve wines. It boasts a precise, 
well-rounded and elegant profile. Its precision and remarkable balance 
make it an ideal companion for gastronomy. The nose initially delivers notes 

of white peach, brioche, grapefruit and candied quince, developing towards 

aromas of toasted almonds. The palate is creamy and fresh. The length is 

remarkable and the finish on mineral notes pairs perfectly with a refined 
cuisine. Extra Brut at 6 gr/l.

MONT MARÇAL CAVA BRUT RESERVA  GLASS € 8,00 
 BOTTLE € 39,00



HOUSE WINES 
 
RARE VINEYARDS
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE
These wines are carefully composed wines from high-quality selected 

grapes. We proudly present them as our house wines, since we only serve 

the best for our guests. 

GLASS  € 5,50   
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 19,50  
BOTTLE  € 28,00 

WHITE | VERMENTINO
RED | CARIGNAN
ROSE | CINSAULT 



WINES BY THE GLASS 
 
ASK FOR OUR EXTENSIVE WINE LIST FOR MORE QUIRKY WINES ! 

 
WHITES 

CIRCUS
SAUVIGNON BLANC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
Nice aromatic white wine with mainly citrus hints,  

fresh but rounded, giving a smooth sense on the palate. 

GLASS  € 6,50  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 24,00  
BOTTLE  € 34,00 

“BABOON ROCK” UNWOODED CHARDONNAY
CHARDONNAY , FRANSCHHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA
This fruity chardonnay with a medium body takes “monkey business”  

to a whole new level. The century-old vines and grapes in this rural area  

are protected from “monkey thieves” by friendly paintball gunfire.  
With a winery this creative in protecting their precious yield,  

you can only imagine how playful they are in creating their wines. 

GLASS  € 7,50  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 28,00  
BOTTLE  € 42,00 



REDS 

SAN FELIPE ‘BODEGA LA RURAL’
MALBEC, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 
Spicy, full and round. Made with passion! 

Ripe black fruit and spices, some raisins and soft tannins. 

Not too firm, but thankfully still not a softy. 
GLASS  € 6,00  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 21,00  
BOTTLE  € 31,00 

EL BOS OAKED
TINTA DE TORO, TORO, SPAIN
A powerhouse with lots of red fruit … 

It’s a full-bodied wine with roasted notes on the nose.  

And it combines perfectly with our parilla grill. 

Bring on those dry aged meat selections ! 

GLASS  € 8,50  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 32,00   
BOTTLE  € 49,00 
 
‘68 VIGNAIOLI’ CANTINA
SAMPIETRANA 
PRIMITIVO, PUGLIA, ITALY  
Intense ruby red colour. In the nose, ripe black fruit  

and notes of vanilla. In the mouth, elegant,  

smooth and intense, as a Primitivo should be.  

GLASS  € 10,50  
CARAFE (50 CL)  € 40,00   
BOTTLE  € 59,00 
 

 



SOFTS 
 
 
COCA-COLA REGULAR/ZERO/LIGHT € 3,20
SPRITE € 3,50
APPLETISER € 3,50
MINUTE MAID ORANGE € 3,20
MINUTE MAID APPEL € 3,20
BIG TOM SPICY TOMATO JUICE € 4,00
ALMDUDLER € 3,50
RED BULL € 4,50
FUZE TEA SPARKLING BLACK TEA € 3,50 

FEVER-TREE PREMIUM MIXERS 
 
INDIAN TONIC WATER € 4,50
GINGER ALE € 4,50
GINGER BEER € 4,50
SICILIAN LEMONADE € 4,50 

WATERS 
 
CHAUDFONTAINE STILL 25 CL € 3,00
CHAUDFONTAINE SPARKLING 25 CL € 3,00
CHAUDFONTAINE STILL 50 CL € 5,50
CHAUDFONTAINE SPARKLING 50 CL € 5,50
CHAUDFONTAINE LIGHT SPARKLING 50 CL € 5,50



COFFEE BY CAFFE VERGNANO 
 
 
With a passion for coffee since 1882, Caffè Vergnano is the oldest Italian 

coffee roaster led by the Vergnano family for five generations. We use the 
“Crema 800” coffee beans for the selection below, which is a blend of 80% 

Arabica and 20% Robusta giving a soft and delicate aroma with a perfect 

balance between taste and body. 

COFFEE € 3,00
ESPRESSO € 2,80
DOUBLE ESPRESSO € 5,00
CAPPUCCINO € 3,70
CAFÉ LATTE € 3,70 

ALL OF THE ABOVE COFFEES ARE AVAILABLE IN DECAF AS WELL. 

ALL COFFEES CAN BE ENJOYED WITH ALMOND MILK AS A DAIRY-FREE  

ALTERNATIVE TO MILK. 

 

AMERICAN COFFEE  € 9,00 
Imagine an Irish coffee exploring the deep, deep South with Jim Beam, 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon. Topped with a homemade caramel/cinnamon 

whipped cream and a sprinkle of pure dark chocolate. It’s every  

American’s wet dream and now exclusively served at Black Smoke. 

 

IRISH COFFEE  € 9,00 
With The Busker Triple Cask Blended. 

 

 



SATEMWA TEA 
 
 
A third generation family owned Tea Estate in the Shire Highlands of Malawi 

established in 1923. For nearly 100 years they have been crafting superior 

teas that are exported around the world. The latest editions to their range 

are a unique artisanal line-up of green, white, oolong, black and dark teas. 

The teas are made with love, passion and respect for the environment and 

communities around the estate. At Satemwa they believe in contributing to 

the improvement of Malawi’s standard of living by crafting quality products. 

GREEN TEA  € 3,00 
BLACK EARL GREY  € 3,00 
GREEN MINT  € 3,00 
FRESH MINT TEA  € 4,00 
FRESH GINGER TEA  € 4,00 



All our staff is dressed by Jason Denham. 
Our goal is similar: 

Worship Tradition, Destroy Convention
#denhamthejeanmaker

BLACK SMOKE 
Boomgaardstraat 1,,  
2018 Antwerp
www.blacksmoke.be 

 blacksmokeantwerpen
 smoke@blacksmoke.be


